StradiSound

High End in
your car
The technology of the future
as a solution today - the
StradiSound Set System.

Why is it so special?
How does it work?
First we mount a special “nano-chip” into each
speaker. A software solution within these ‘nanochips” then makes sure, only clean sound-waves
leave the speaker.
In case there are several speakers working at the
same time, the “nano-chips” within the speakers
distribute the content among each other based
on sound groups. We call each sound group that
gets assigned to a speaker, a Set.

1

Bass and baseline heard simultaneously.

2

Physical movement of singers or
instruments are reflected in the playback.

3

No interference.

4

Clean sound even at high volumes, without
sound clots.

5

No need for extra sub-woofers in cars.

6

Also works in convertibles and roadsters.

In case of any questions, feel free to contact us:
welcome@stradisound.com
stradisound.com
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The technology of the
future as a solution
today
The most advanced sound system yet.

What can I do, if I want the StradiSound
set System in my car?

Can the StradiSound Set System be built
into used cars?

Ask for detailed info at our stand at Halle
1 c12, or request an offer through an e-mail:
welcome@stradisound.com.

We plan to retrofit used cars with the
StradiSound Set System, however only for
a testing period, and with limited quantities.
Later, the system will only be available as an
optional feature when buying a new car.

Is there a warranty on the StradiSound Set
Systems?
Yes! We give 5 years of warranty on our
products.

How can I get the StradiSound Set System
if I’m about to buy a new car?

How much would a StradiSound Set System
for my old car cost?

Simply ask for it at your dealership as an
optional feature. Should you have any
questions, please contact us at welcome@
stradisound.com.

We give tailored offers for each individual
car, but 1500 EUR plus additional costs is a
starting estimate.

In case of any questions, feel free to contact us:
welcome@stradisound.com
stradisound.com

